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Disclaimer 
 

The OpenStage SIP V2 R1 is released with version V2 R1.16.0. It is general available 
and can be downloaded from SEBA/SWS. This ReadMe file has been created in all 
conscience. It contains descriptions of all new contained features raising no claims 
of completeness. 
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Scope 
 
The document gives a short overview over the new functionalities in this software. Please have a look 
at the upcoming sales info for a complete description of every feature. With the SSH access screenshots 
of the phone are also possible. 
 
 
 
 

Overview of V2R1 Features at a glance 
 
 
 
Feature 

OpenStage CR 
and  FRN  
(if available) 

Treated in 
ReadMe 

   
SIP phone hold key operation enhancement RQ00023291  

Support of LDAP on OpenStage 40 RQ00024812  

Mode keys press to send URL or start XML application RQ00026541  
Fixed Voice Dial key to send SIP message. RQ00026543  

Configurable flag to delete call log contents. RQ00026545  

DHCP to use last provided Ip address on restart RQ00026546  

Fixed redial key on OS40/20 to send URL to server RQ00026547  

Automatic pop-up of Context Menu during a call * RQ00028755  
Process server response for SEND URL RQ00029732  

Improved Call Waiting Tone * RQ00029774  
Local Address Book on OpenStage 40 RQ00029877  

Mobility Log-in Improvements * RQ00030440  
OpenStage Phones - Button Sensitivity * RQ00030130  
Number of DSS keys enlarged for OpenStage 60/80 * Internal RQ  
Exception Log needed for OS SIP V2 RQ00029855  
T OpenStage tones for Czech Republic RQ00029864  
Change of OpenStage acoustic parameters RQ00031155  
 
* New since V2 R1.10.0 
 

Restrictions 
 
See Release Note. 
 

Connectivity and Compatible Products 
 
OpenScapeVoice 
The OpenStage SIP phones 15, 20, 20E, 40, 60 and 80 have been released for connection to 
OpenScape Voice V3.1R3, OpenScape Voice V4R0 and OpenScape Voice V4R1. No release has been 
granted for connection to older OpenScape Voice versions and HiPath 3000/5000 with SIP. 
 
Asterisk: 
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OpenStage 15, 20E, 20, 40, 60 and 80 have been released for connection to Asterisk V1.4 and Asterisk 
V1.6. No release for connection to older Asterisk versions.  
 
HiPath 4000: 
OpenStage 15, 20E, 20, 40, 60 and 80 have been released for connection to HiPath 4000 V5R0.5.2 (or 
higher).  
The features offered in connection to HiPath 4000 V5R0.5.2 (or higher) are listed in the sales 
information and the release notes of HiPath 4000 V5R0.5.2 (or higher). 
 
 

Knowledge Base 
 
 
OpenStage information can be found on our WIKI pages: 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/Main_Page 
 

 
Asterisk related section 
 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/OpenStage_and_Asterisk 
 

 
 
OpenWPI 
 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/OpenStage_WPI 
 

 
 
The XML Application SDK can be found at: 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/OpenStage_XML_Applications 
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Hold key operation enhancement 
 
This feature enhances the existing OpenStage phones by providing a single Hold/Retrieve FPK which 
can be used to hold and retrieve calls.  In addition the LED associated with the Hold FPK will be used to 
indicate that a call is currently being held. 
 
 
Current releases of OpenStage SIP Phones support a “Hold” FPK but the functionality is limited to simply 
placing the currently active call on hold.  The implementation of this feature enhancement extends the 
functionality of the “Hold” FPK on non-keyset devices in the following ways. 
 

1. The FPK can be used to both hold and retrieve a call. 

2. The LED associated with the FPK will be used to indicate that a call is held and can be retrieved 
by pressing the FPK.  The LED will be illuminated whenever the retrieve option is available to 
the user. 

On a keyset enabled phone the FPK can be used to place a call on manual hold but the associated LED 
will not indicate the hold status and the FPK cannot be used to retrieve the held call. This is because on 
a keyset device the FPK associated with the line is used to indicate the hold status and to retrieve the 
call. This is consistent with the implementation on the optiPoint. 

It is currently not possible to allocate the “Hold” function to a shifted FPK and this will still be the case 
following the implementation of these enhancements. 
 
Old Implementation: 
 
Ongoing Call  Call on Hold  Call still on hold 

 

Press 
Hold 
key 

 

Press 
Hold 
key 

 
 
 
New implementation: 
 
Ongoing Call  Call on Hold  Call is retrieved 

 

Press 
Hold 
key 

 

Press 
Hold 
key 
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Support of LDAP on OpenStage 40 
 
The access to a LDAP server is provided on OS 40.  
 
The LDAP feature is ported from the existing OpenStage 60/80 implementation. The user interface will 
be mapped to the OpenStage 40 capabilities. 
 
The LDAP feature will be placed under the Menu/Settings key.  
 
Additional information about the LDAP functionality can be found at: 
 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/LDAP_on_OpenStage  
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Configurable Keys on OpenStage 
 

Focus of V2 R1 
 
The main goal of V2 R1 is for building up a huge customizable phone for the user. The phone software 
allows deep application integration into the existing phone user interface. Many of the phone keys can 
be changed to an application integrated function for supporting customer related integration. The 
following table gives an overview about the customizing capability of every OpenStage phone model. 
 
The features are already available and will now be configurable to several keys. Please have a look to 
the software release documents for feature documentation. 
 
XML application (OS 60/80 only) -> V1 R5 
Start XML application   -> V1 R5 
Server Feature    -> V1 R5 
Send URL   -> V2 R0 
 
 
Key Type of 

Key 

Phone 

Model 

LED XML 

application 

Start XML Application 

(OS 60/80 only) 

Server 

Feature 

Send 

URL 

Call View Mode 

Key 

60, 80      

Phone Book Mode 

Key 

60, 80      

Call Log Mode 

Key 

60, 80  (LED)    

MWI Mode 

Key 

60, 80 * (LED)    

Call Log + 

MWI 

Mode 

Key 

15, 20, 40 *     

Service M. Mode 

Key 

15, 20, 40, 

60, 80 

     

Help Mode 

Key 

60, 80      

Release FFK 20, 40, 60, 

80 

     

Call Forward FFK 20, 40, 60, 

80 

   (LED) (LED) 

Voice Dial FFK 60, 80    (LED) (LED) 

Loudspeaker FFK 15, 20, 40, 

60, 80 

     

Headset FFK 40, 60, 80      

Mute FFK 20, 40, 60, 

80 

     

Repeat Dial FFK 20, 40      

+ / - FFK 15, 20, 40      

FPK FPK 15, 40, 60, 

80 

   (LED) (LED) 

Supported Keys and Functionalities 
 
FPK: Free programmable key 
FFK: Fix function key 
 
Keypad, Touchslider and Touchguide are out of focus. 
*) The LED can be controlled via SIP also (MWI event notification) 
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(LED) The associated key LED can be controlled via the feature. 
 

Programmable Mode Keys  
 
Each supported mode key can be associated with an XML application. The application is specific for the 
mode key and will not appear in the application overview under the application button. 
 
 

 
Supported Mode Keys on OpenStage 60/80 

 
 
 

Phone Book 

Call Log Help Button 

Voice Mail 
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WBM on OpenStage 60/80 for application mode keys 

 
In addition, to aid customisation of the phone using XML applications, some extra configurable 
attributes will be added to the application specification. These are: 

• Auto-start, i.e. whether or not the application is automatically started on phone startup or 
mobility logon. (If not then the user starts the application on demand or the remote 
application can start it via a push). Currently this is set to “yes” for Xpressions and “no” for all 
other applications. 

• Tab start-up mode, i.e. whether all tabs start up automatically1 or on-demand2 at the request 
of the remote application. Currently this is set as “on-demand” for Xpressions and “automatic” 
for all other applications. 

 

                                                                 
1This only applies when the application itself is started automatically or by the user; it does 
not apply where the application is started via push from the remote application. 
2 In this case one of the tabs starts automatically and the rest are started by the remote 
application. 
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Programmable Fixed Function Keys 
 
OpenStage 60/80: 
 
Supported features on the fixed function keys: 
 

• Default function 
• Start XML application 
• Server function 
• Send URL 

 

 
Supported Keys on OpenStage 60/80 

 

Release Key Voice Recognition Key 

Forwarding Key 
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WBM on OpenStage 60/80 

 
 
OpenStage 20/40 
 
Supported features on the fixed function keys: 
 

• Default function 
• Server function 
• Send URL 
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 Supported Keys on OpenStage 40 
 
The OpenStage 15 has no release key. Therefore the setting for the release key has no effect for the 
phone, but is important for mobility issues. 
 
OpenStage 15: 
 
none 
 
Because of mobility issues the key configuration can be set on OS 15 WBM too, but has no effect as the 
keys are not available at this phone 
 

Release Key Forward Key 

Redial Key 
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WBM on OpenStage 60/80 

 
 

Free Programmable Keys (FPK) 
 
An overview about the FPK functions can be found at: 
 
 

 
http://wiki.siemens-enterprise.com/index.php/OpenStage_Free_Programmable_Keys 
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Configurable flag to delete call log contents. 
 
The feature deletes the Call Log of a specific device. It is available through OpenStage WPI only. 
Therefore a Siemens Deployment Server (DLS) or an other WPI application is needed to use this feature. 
 
The DLS implementation can be fount at the IP Phone Configuration -> Miscellaneous Tab: 
 

 
 
The WPI enhancement: 
 
Clear-Calllog (Configurable flag to delete call log contents.) 
 
 
For clearing the call log, since this is a command from the DLS to the phone it does not correspond to a 
permanent data item in the phone. In order to clear the call log, the DLS would send: 
  
<Item name="clear-calllog">true</Item> 
  
If the DLS asks the phone for the current setting of this attribute (either explicitly or via a "read all"), 
then the phone will always return: 
  
<Item name="clear-calllog">false</Item> 
  
The DLS should never try to set clear-calllog to "false"; if it does then the phone will simply ignore the 
request. 
 
The feature works for all OpenStage SIP phone types. 
 

OpenStage tones for Czech Republic 
 
 
Implementation of the Czech Republic country tones in accordance for all whole OpenStage SIP family . 
 

• change already implemented tones according to this specification for Czech republic 
• leave tones which are already implemented 
• add tones which are not already implemented 
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Exception Log needed for OS SIP V2 
 
In SIP V2 the exception log is missing. Since it existed in OS SIP V1 we require to get it back for OS SIP 
V2. 
Reasons why we (and especially GVS) need the exception log: 
  
Missing: 
If the phone has gone trough several reboots then you can only see the last performed reboot!!  
About some failure, the root-cause of reboot can be deleted, if the phone reboots several times 
This is critical because you can’t really see how and how often the phone is performing. 
  
Moreover Service personnel can only see the last restart when you look into the section ”Last restart” or 
into syslog. 
  
From time to time the Syslog cannot be saved before a reboot happens. So the last entries in Syslog 
will be over written and only the newest one is stored. 
  
It is also assumed that the correlation of the core files will become more difficult. 
  
You don’t have an overview anymore if there were reboots before. 
  
Also very important for the purpose of analysis is the ”history”. With this we could also prove to the 
customer that the phone does not reboot so often/ all the time . The syslog is getting overloaded and 
therefore overwritten and does not help us here. Also the root cause of the first reboot is lost. 
 

Change of OpenStage acoustic parameters 
 
Today all OpenStage phones we’re installing in the USA do have different audio parameters / settings, 
than the ones we’re installing in all other countries at first to comply with the relevant TIA standards. 
The second reason is to match the Plantronics Polaris interface/headsets (same as our competitor’s 
phones do). 
Plantronics stopped selling these Polaris headsets (P-type) in 2008 and is now offering an adapter cable 
(A10) for the connection with the ”standard rest-of-world headsets (H-type)” as a kind of Polaris 
equivalent. The amplification is now done in the cable / plug. 
 
The implementation changes the acoustic parameters in all those OpenStage models allowing a direct 
headset connection so that we’re able to support the old Polaris headsets as well as the new H-type 
headsets in combination with an A10-adapter cable, while still complying to the relevant standards. 
 
 
 

DHCP to use last provided Ip address on restart 
 
This feature supports the requiremens for telephony resilience at remote sites (branch offices), when 
the connection is lost between the remote site and the central Servers which provide DHCP.  The 
request is that if the phones cannot complete the DHCP sequence to obtain or renew their IP addresses 
and other DHCP provided data they attempt to use the data they last received from DHCP/ LLDP-MED).  
 
The main scenarios are: 
 
• The DHCP lease for a working phone expires because the central DHCP server is unreachable. 
• A booting phone cannot obtain a DHCP lease due to the DHCP server being unreachable. 
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In either case, when configured to allow this enhancement, a phone will attempt to use the last 
network configuration it received, but first it must check: 
 
• Is the IP address in use by another device? 
• Does LLDP-MED indicate a possible change of network configuration or topology? 
 
If the answer to either is yes then the phone will stay/go out of service and will wait for a valid DHCP 
lease. 
 
Although initially requested in the context of a SIP customer, the changes will be generic – and will 
apply to all SIP and HFA OpenStage Phones. 
 
The new feature will not change the phone’s default behaviour; it has to be ‘enabled’ at administrator 
level. 
 
Configuration Modes: 
 
When a phone connects to an IP network its network configuration can be established in a variety of 
ways: 
 

A. Manual:– the administrator manually configures the network settings (via the phone, WBM or 
even remotely via DLS) 

B. LLDP-MED with DHCP: – the local network Infrastructure (Ethernet switches etc.) can 
automatically deliver some Network configuration data, including VLAN ID, prior to the IP 
layer being established. See ref Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.. 

C. DHCP: Network data such as IP address and VLAN ID can be established automatically from a 
DHCP server in the form of a DHCP lease. 

D. Manual VLAN with DHCP: the VLAN is set by administration but a DHCP lease is required for 
other network settings ( IP address etc.) 

 
 
Only Modes B, C and D above apply in the context of this enhancement. 
 
Whilst it is not the role of this document to describe the handling or support of individual network 
configuration items or protocols, the configuration modes will influence whether a phone which relies 
on a DHCP server can be allowed to join the network when a DHCP failure occurs.   
 
User Interface Enhancements 
 
There are no user specific User Interface enhancements required. 
 
When a phone determines it cannot operate due to a network problem (in this case lack of an IP 
address due to DHCP failure) then it provides an indication of the problem to the user via an idle screen 
error message. This is normal behaviour and is unchanged.  
 
However once the enhanced operation takes over and brings the phone into service by re-using an old 
address, then the failure warning will NOT be shown (even though at the network level the DHCP 
process is still technically failing).  Notifying the user of a network problem on a phone that appears to 
be functioning perfectly will only cause confusion, or encourage the user to take some kind of action to 
recover the fault (e.g. reboot phone)  and may incur costs associated with a unnecessary service calls. 
 
There will be an addition to the network configuration to allow setting of the new feature.  
 
The ‘IP Configuration’ section of the Network Administration page (menu and WBM) will be 
enhanced to include an option to configure the new mode for DHCP. 
 
The DHCP config options will be extended to include a new config item: 
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DHCP lease reuse 
 

choice of: 
ON/OFF (Tick box on WBM)  
Yes/No (phone menu)) 

 
On the associated Web page a warning will be presented about the risk of address conflicts when 
setting DHCP lease reuse to on. 
 
The new setting will be configurable independent of the current DHCP mode – however if set to Yes or 
ON the enhanced behaviour only applies when DHCP is actually enabled. 
 
When switching from between manual and DHCP modes the DHCP re-use setting will not change 
automatically so, if ‘On/Yes’, it does not revert to its default of ‘Off/No’. However if the Phone is set to 
Manual configuration  the Option for DHCP reuse should be made ‘read-only’ ( greyed out). 
 
 

Process server response for SEND URL 
 
Open. Documentation needed. 
 

Local Address Book on OpenStage 40 
 
Local Phonebook is already available on OpenStage 60/80. The purpose of this feature is to include 
light version of local phonebook on OpenStage 40. The following are the feature are included;  
 
• Personal phonebook with 100 entries 
• Phonebook configuration via WBM  
• Phonebook configuration via Phone locally  
• An entry consists of name and one number 
• Access the phonebook list via configuration menu and FPK 
 
Phonebook Start: 
 
The phonebook can be accessed over the settings menu button. It is presented on the first level of the 
menu structure. 
 

 
 
 

Phonebook 
acces 

Phonebook 
acces 
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Menu Shift

Personal My line

Corporate Rollover 1

+ Settings Rollover 2

 Team A

 Team B

 
The title will be changed to “Menu”. Three options will be listed. 
One of them is to access the Local Phonebook, one is to access 

corporate directory and the last one is for settings. 
 

If the phone is configured only with local phonebook, “Corporate” 
option will not be displayed. This is valid for HFA only. 

 
It is also possible to use an FPK for starting the phonebook. When FPK configured as Local Phonebook is 
pressed, the phonebook list will be displayed. 
 
 
Phonebook Maintenance: 
 

a) Local: 
 
 

New contact Shift

Options: Save & exit My line

Last name: Underwood Rollover 1

First name: Graham Rollover 2

Number: Team A

 Team B

 

There are three fields to be filled to record a new contact into internal phonebook.  These fields are 
“Last name”, “First name” and “Number”. No more information is necessary.  
 
b) Web Based Management 
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WPI Interface Enhancements 
 
These are the additions to the DLS protocol for V2R1 compared to V1R5 that are related to the new 
features. It is included what we did for step 2 (in V2R0) as well as what we've done in step 3 (V2R1). It 
is also included a description of "XML app on FPK". 
 
The changes fall into five separate areas: XML application configuration, assign XML application 
shortcut to programmable key, message waiting options, send URL, and "fixed" key 
programming. 
 
For detailed information see ‘Configurable Keys on OpenStage’ 
 
1) XML application configuration. 
  
There are three new tags defined; these are: 
  
XML-app-control-key (to indicate which key if any the application is associated with) 
XML-app-auto-start (to indicate whether the application is automatically started in the 
background or only when first selected) 
XML-app-all-tabs-start (to indicate whether all the tabs in an application start at once or only 
the first one) 
  
In protocol form they look like this: 
  
<Item name="XML-app-control-key" index="NN">xx</Item> 
<Item name="XML-app-auto-start" index="NN">yyyyy</Item>  
<Item name="XML-app-all-tabs-start" index="NN">yyyyy</Item> 
  
The range of values for the index NN is the same as for all the existing XML application related items 
and is unchanged, i.e. from 1 to 20. 
  
the "xx" value for the control key item represents an enumeration defined as follows: 
  

• "0" = No mode key.  
This is the default and indicates that the application is run via the applications menu. 

• "2" = Phonebook mode key. 
Application runs on the Phonebook mode key (like the existing XMLPhonebook option). 

• "3" = CallLog mode key. 
Application runs on the CallLog mode key. 

• "4" = Messages mode key. 
Application runs on the Messages mode key (like the existing Xpressions option). 

• "6" = Help mode key. 
 Application runs on the Help mode key. 

  
The values "1" and "5" are reserved for future use. 
  
To some extent, the existing special-instance tag overlaps with the new control-key tag. We want to 
deprecate the special-instance tag but we need to retain it for backwards compatibility. Ideally, all 
applications would be specified with a special instance of "normal" and the new control key tag used to 
indicate the key to be used if the application is to run on a mode key. However, if the configuration 
system is to be used to configure applications on both V1R5 and V2R1 phones, then the use of special 
instance mist be retained in which case the following constraints apply: 
  
If special instance is set to indicate "Xpressions" then the control key item must indicate "Messages" 
(i.e. value "4"). Also the application name must be "Xpressions". 
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If special instance is set to indicate "XMLPhonebook" then the control key item must indicate 
"Phonebook" (i.e. value "2"). Also the application name must be "XMLPhonebook". 
  
No more than one application can be configured to run on the same mode key. 
  
The "yyyyy" value for the all-tabs-start item and the auto-start item represents a boolean flag so should 
be set to "true" or "false". 
  
The all-tabs-start item only has meaning for applications where the number of tabs is 2 or 3. 
   
2) Assign XML application shortcut to programmable key 
  
An application can be associated with a programmable key by setting its function key def value to "60". 
The key can then be associated with an application by using the new tag FPK-app-name. The value 
associated with FPK-app-name is the application's display name (not the application name). 
  
<Item index="1" name="function-key-def">60</Item>  
<Item index="1" name="FPK-app-name">MyApp</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="key-label-unicode">MyApp</Item> 
   
3) Message waiting options 
  
The display options for Message Waiting Indication are based on the following 7 new attributes: 
  

• New count label 
• New urgent count label 
• Old count label 
• Old urgent count label 
• New urgent count show/hide flag 
• Old count show/hide flag 
• Old urgent count show/hide flag. 

  
These attributes specify alternative labels for the phone to use in place of the built-in labels for any (or 
all) of the existing four messages counts and whether for the new urgent, old and old urgent counts 
the count should be displayed or hidden (the new count does not have a show/hide flag because it is 
always shown). The items have the format: 
  
<Item name="MWI-new-label">xxxx</Item> 
<Item name="MWI-new-urgent-label">xxxx</Item> 
<Item name="MWI-old-label">xxxx</Item> 
<Item name="MWI-old-urgent-label">xxxx</Item> 
  
<Item name="MWI-new-urgent-show">true</Item> 
<Item name="MWI-old-show">true</Item> 
<Item name="MWI-old-urgent-show">true</Item> 
  
where in the case of the "label" tags xxxx is a string of up to 17 unicode characters and in the case of 
the show/hide flags, the alternative value (meaning to hide the count) is "false". An empty (zero 
length) label indicates that the phone should use its built-in (default) label; an empty label would 
typically be sent to remove any previously configured alternative label. 
  
All items are optional in that sending one item does not require the sending of any of the other items if 
the current settings of those other items do not need to be changed, but there is no harm in re-sending 
items with values identical to the values already store in the phone. 
  
Default values for these tags should be empty strings for the label tags and "true" for the show tags. 
   
4) Send URL 
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A new value for the indexed function-key-def tag is defined - this is "63" meaning "send URL". 
  
In addition the following new indexed tags are introduced to be sent to configure the necessary 
attributes when the corresponding key is given the function-key-def value 63: 
  

• send-url-address - the value of this tag indicates the location of the server, e.g. 
"137.223.238.174" or "abc.siemens.net" 

• send-url-protocol - the value of this tag indicates the protocol: "3" = http, "0" = https 
• send-url-port - the value of this tag indicates the port ID 
• send-url-path - the value of this tag indicates where the target is on the server 
• send-url-query - the value of this tag indicates the key value pair(s) associated with the 

request 
• send-url-method - the value of this tag indicates the method used: "0" = get, "1" = post. 
• send-url-user-id - the value of this tag indicates the user ID 
• send-url-passwd - the value of this tag indicates the user's password 

  
A typical request to configure a key would also include the key-label-unicode tag (to provide a label for 
the key) and, if appropriate, the stimulus-led-control-uri tag if control of the key's LED is required. So, 
for example: 
  
<Item index="1" name="function-key-def">63</Item>  
<Item index="1" name="key-label-unicode">Send URL</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="stimulus-led-control-uri">137.223.238.212</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-address">137.223.238.174</Item>  
<Item index="1" name="send-url-protocol">3</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-port">8080</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-path">webpage/checkin.html</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-query">key1=value1&key2=value2</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-method">1</Item> 
<Item index="1" name="send-url-user-id">dave</Item>  
<Item index="1" name="send-url-passwd">password</Item> 
  
There can also be up to three certificates associated with this feature when the protocol in use is https. 
The type of certificate must be a .pem file containing a single (root) CA certificate or certificate chain 
obtained from an appropriate authority. The tag for sending a certificate is "send-url-server-ca", which 
is indexed with an index value of 0, 1 or 2. For example, setting up index 0 as a single pem file: 
  
<Item name="send-url-server-ca" index="0">-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIEqDCCBBGgAwIBAgIBDDANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQUFADCBxTELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUx 
CzAJBgNVBAgTAkJZMRgwFgYDVQQHEw9aZXJ0aWZpa2F0c2RvcmYxGTAXBgNVBAoT 
. 
. 
. 
5XtQmJFaeCOwYZqcBIuKWXy5Fk4XiptX6vJzBg3s+ngJElA5EkLU06uhxsGx3RB1 
iChUwRTn5WLs1HCJEhsL05qHW0zChIFXC4Geqo6EaW7SnOhQqI14ROXP+dE= 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
  
</Item> 
  
If the item is empty, then this implies the certificate at that index is to be deleted. 
   
5) "Fixed" key programming 
  
Apart from the "key-functionality" item described below, there are no extra protocol items for this, 
what we have done is introduced new index values so that the current tags used for programming FPKs 
can be associated with some of the other  keys on the phone. The new index values are: 
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• Release key - index 4001 
• Forwarding key - index 4002 
• Voice dial key - index 4003 
• Redial key - index 4009 

  
These keys can then be programmed similarly to the FPKs by sending a "function-key-def" tag for the 
index with the appropriate value, and then accompanying this with  the tags associated with the 
feature indicated by the function-key-def value. 
  
However, unlike FPKs, these keys cannot be programmed for any function, they are restricted to: 
  

• server feature (function-key-def value = 58) 
• send URL (function-key-def value = 63) 
• start XML application (function-key-def value = 60) 
• the key's corresponding "built-in" function 

  
In the case of the key's corresponding "built-in" function, there are new values for the function-key-def 
value defined, but these can only be used with the corresponding key index. So: 
  

• function-key-def can be set as built-in-release (65), but only for the release key index (4001) 
• function-key-def can be set as built-in-forwarding (64), but only for the forwarding key index 

(4002) 
• function-key-def can be set as built-in-voicedial (66), but only for the voicedial key index 

(4003) 
• function-key-def can be set as built-in-redial (67), but only for the redial key index (4009) 

  
In addition, the same parameters associated with the function also need to be settable against the 
400X key indexes, so for example for "server feature" the stimulus feature code, dtmf sequence and led 
control URI for that index can be set. For "send URL" send-url-address, send-url-protocol, etc. can be set 
(i.e. the same set of data as described above for the send URL feature except that there is no key label 
as the phone does not have labels for the 400X indexed keys) and similarly for "start application" we 
need to be able to set FPK-app-name. 
  
Finally there is a new tag specific for use with programming the forwarding key which has relevance 
when the key is programmed for something other than its built in functionality. This is the "key-
functionality" tag. It is an indexed tag but currently only defined for index 4002. Its possible values are: 
  
"0" - Toggle call forwarding - this allows some of the phone's built-in forwarding capability to be tied to 
the use of the key. Modification of the phone's internal call forwarding capability is disabled, including 
the greying-out of any existing configured functionality on FPKs, but the key's LED state (as controlled 
via the associated led-control-uri) is assumed to represent the user's forwarding state and this is 
reflected on the phone's idle screen. This means that the forwarding icon is display if the LED is on, 
although no indication of the forwarding destination is displayed. In addition a confirmation popup is 
displayed when the key is pressed.  
  
"1" - Unspecified call forwarding - this disables configuration of the phone's internal call forwarding 
capability but does not tie the LED state to the phone's idle screen (which will show no forwarding 
indication) and no popup is shown when the key is pressed. 
  
"2" - Unspecified - the setting of the LED has no impact elsewhere on the phone. In particular the 
phone's internal call forwarding may be configured (e.g. on an FPK)This option is expected to be 
configured if the key is being used from the user's point of view for something not related to call 
forwarding. 
  
So, for example, to indicate that the configuration of the forwarding key (e.g. as "server feature") 
should have no influence on any other behaviour of the phone, the following would be sent: 
  
<Item index="4002" name="key-functionality">2</Item> 
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DHCP-Reuse (DHCP to use last provided Ip address on restart) 
  
Both of these are non-indexed and are boolean so they have the value "true" or "false". 
  
Thus for dhcp re-use the format of the protocol associated with re-use being on is: 
  
<Item name="dhcp-reuse">true</Item> 
  
and for re-use being off the protocol is: 
  
<Item name="dhcp-reuse">false</Item> 
  
This data item is persisted in the phone and is considered as part of the device profile for mobility 
purposes. The default value assumed by both the phone and the DLS should be "false". 
  
Clear-Calllog (Configurable flag to delete call log contents.) 
 
 
For clearing the call log, since this is a command from the DLS to the phone it does not correspond to a 
permanent data item in the phone. In order to clear the call log, the DLS would send: 
  
<Item name="clear-calllog">true</Item> 
  
If the DLS asks the phone for the current setting of this attribute (either explicitly or via a "read all"), 
then the phone will always return: 
  
<Item name="clear-calllog">false</Item> 
  
The DLS should never try to set clear-calllog to "false"; if it does then the phone will simply ignore the 
request. 
  
Automatic pop-up of Context Menu during a call 
 
ID: context-menu-auto-show 
New: Yes 
Type: Boolean 
Default: Yes 
Profile: User 
Access: User 
DLS/XML: Yes 
Menu: Yes 
WBM: Yes 
Lockdown: No 
Userbackup: Yes 
 
ID: context-menu-auto-hide-time 
New: Yes 
Type: Enumerated(5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120, Noautohide) 
Default: 20 
Profile: User 
Access: User 
DLS/XML: Yes 
Menu: Yes 
WBM: Yes 
Lockdown: No 
 
 
 
Touch Keys too sensitive 
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Description: When an FPK is pressed a timer is started to determine whether or not this is a long press. 
If the timer expires then before the key is released then the press is long and an event is fired, 
otherwise it is not a long press and a short press is fired. 
 
 
Item identifier (OCMS and DLS):  fpk-long-press-timer 
Type:      Enumeration in seconds 
Values:      0="0",1="1",2="2",3="3",4="4",5="5" 
 
Default: 2 
 
Please note this data item is only used if the phone is a SIP variant - it has not effect on HFA/TDM 
phones where the FPK long press functionality remains unconfigurable with a timer of 1s. 
 
 
If the timer is set to 0 (zero) this indicates that long presses should _never_ be fired. 
Please note that there is a difference between the displayed values on the Admin screens and the 
values in DLS. 
 
 
  
 

Automatic pop-up of Context Menu during a 
call 
 
The complaint is that a user, who is not fully familiar with the Openstage phone range but needs to 
make or answer a call, has no idea that they must press the right-arrow key to see the menu of options 
for handling the call.  
The request is to provide on SIP the ability to enable the existing HFA behaviour (where by default the 
Context Menu for a connected call appears automatically and then times-out) – so the menu items are 
available immediately. 
 
In a similar manner to the HFA phone, the behaviour of the context menu will be configurable so that 
the current behaviour can be retained if required. The main difference is that the configuration items 
will be named and handled in accordance with the behaviour provided. The User setting to control the 
feature will be named “Auto show menu” (Yes/No) and the setting to determine how long the menu is 
shown for will be called “Auto hide time” and will allow a selection from the following range, in 
seconds; 5, 10, 20, 30, 60, 120, No auto hide. 
 
This does not apply to OS15/20 where the context menu is automatically shown already. Settings 
mode of OS15/20 will not include the ability to view or modify these parameters. 
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Menu/ WBM 
 
It will be possible for the OS80/60/40 user to configure the context menu behaviour via a new form :- 

User -> Configuration -> Context Menu 
…containing two new items: 
 

• Auto show menu [on/off] 
• Auto hide time [time in s] 

 
These settings will also be configurable for OS80/60/40 via the web pages. 
 
 
DLS 
 
The settings for controlling the context menu behaviour must be deployable to multiple terminals via 
the DLS. The DLS should allow the settings to be modified for OS80/60/40 – the settings are not 
relevant and should not be shown for OS20/15. 
 
 
 

Improved Call Waiting Tone 
 
The request is for an “HFA HiPath 4K-like” Call Waiting (CW) tone on SIP (i.e. louder and repeated tone) 
because it is too easy to miss the rather quiet, unobtrusive tone that is played currently. 
 
The Call Waiting Tone for the German, UK and US territories should be changed to use these settings :- 
 
Tone type="Call_Waiting_Tone"  
ToneTiming="OneShot"  
ToneMode="SingleTone"  
Level="0x10"  
F1="Freq950Hz"  
F2="NoToneFreq"  
F3="NoToneFreq"  
On1="0x0008"  
Off1="0x0008"  
On2="0x0008"  
Off2="0x0008"  
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On3="0x0008"  
Off3="0x0008" 
 
 

OpenStage Phones - Button Sensitivity 
 
The complaint was that a user who holds an FPK for too long is “transported” to the middle of Settings 
mode and has to find their way out again.  
 
A similar experience to that of the HFA phone is given, where a long-press on an FPK brings up a pop-
up prompt offering the user the option to program the key or cancel the action. A pop-up prompt 
provides a safe-guard and should train the user not to hold to key for so long. 
 
The time taken to show the FPK Programming form once the user has chosen to program an FPK is 
improved. It is currently far too slow. 
The long-press timeout for the FPK keys will be changed from 1 second to 2 seconds.  
 
 

Mobility Log-in/-out Improvements 
 
 
The following images show the required User Interface for the Mobility log-on process. 
The phone is idle 
 

 
 
The user starts the Mobile logon 

 
 

The user is prompted to enter their Mobility ID 
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The user enters their Mobility ID 
 

 
 

The user is prompted to enter their password 
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The user enters their password 
 

 
 

The Mobile log-in is attempted 
 

 
 
Notes: 
 

• Error cases should be handled as they are in the existing implementation. Note that is will not 
be possible to enter an “empty” Mobility ID or Password (“OK” will do nothing until at least one 
character is entered) so no additional error indications are required. 

• Existing translation strings will be used where possible. This may differ slightly from those 
shown in the FDB3 but the timescales for introducing these changes call for minimal changes. 

 
 

Mobile user is protected from accidental log-off 
 
A mobile user cannot accidentally log-off from a correctly configured Openstage phone just by pressing 
an FPK. 
 
1. The user presses a suitably configured “Mobility” FPK (or chooses the Mobility logoff option form 

the Idle menu. 
2. A prompt is displayed asking the user to confirm that they want to log-off. 
 
The user has now the ability to confirm or discard the wish to logoff. If there is no reaction by the user 
in a short period of time, the phone will start to logoff the mobile user as if the user has pushed the ok 
button like it was done in previous versions. 
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Number of DSS keys enlarged for OpenStage 
60/80 

 

• On Openstage 60 and OpenStage 80 the number of FPK keys that can be configured as 
multiline or DSS keys is limited to 30.  

• On Openstage 15 and OpenStage 40 the number of FPK keys that can be configured as 
multiline or DSS keys is limited to 18.  

Please note:In general the performance and answer times of the phones are depending on the 
number of configured lines and the current LAN traffic. The higher the number of configured line keys/ 
DSS keys on the phone is (i.e. the load on the phone) the higher is the probability of slower phone 
reactions. Please also take into account that activating trace settings may also have an influence on the 
phone's performance. 

• Key module are not hot pluggable. The phone is required to be completely powered off 
before the side car can be plugged in. 
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Appendix 
 
 
The  appendix contains the feature descriptions from V1 R5 and V2 R0 Readme about the existing 
functional key enhancements. 
 

Screenshots from OpenStage Phone Display  
 
Software Requirements 
 
Following software is necessary for making OpenStage screenshots: 
 

• OpenStage V2 R0 software 
• SSH Client (suggested: putty: 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html ) 
• TFTP Server (suggested tftp32: http://tftpd32.jounin.net/) 
• Picture viewer (suggested irwanview + Plugins: http://www.irfanview.de/) 

 
Making a screenshot on OpenStage is a little bit tricky. You need some experience in network 
technologies. But once configured the making of screenshots is quite easy and can be done whenever 
you want. The following description is a step by step manual following an example configuration. 
 
IP-Address PC:   172.28.133.107 
IP-Address Phone:   
 
 
1. Software preparation: 
 

• Download and Install Putty 
• Download and Install tftp32 
• Download and install irfanview 
• Download and install irfanview Plugins 

 
Remark: Be sure, that the plugins for irfanview are installed. Otherwise the raw format can not be read. 
 
2. Start the TFTP server 
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Files can be up- and downloaded from/to the phone by using tftp. The server shows the listening IP 
address and the files directory.: 
 
IP Address of the TFTP server:  172.28.133.107 
File transfer directory:  C:\FTPD 
 
3. Enable the SSH access at the phone 
 

 
SSH access configuration 

 
Enable Access    Activate the SSH session = Yes 
Session Password  Login password for the SSH session, example: ‘123456’ 
Access minutes   Set to 15 minutes 
Session minutes   Set to 60 minutes 
 
 
4. Enable the SSH access at the phone 
 
Use the SSH client to connect to the phone 
 
The user name for ssh access is always ‘admin’. Please use the configured password for login. 
 
User:    admin 
Password:  123456 
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Successful SSH Login 

 
An open terminal session is present after successful login. 
 
5. a) Manual screenshots 
 
 
OpenStage 15/20/40/60/80 
 

I) Copy the frame buffer of the screen into a file 
 
cat /dev/fb0 > /tmp/screenshot.raw 
 

II) Transfer the File to the PC 
 
tftp -pl /tmp/screenshot.raw -r screenshot.raw 172.28.133.107 
 

 
 
5. b) Automatic screenshots 
 
OpenStage 15/20/40/60/80 
 
This mode is useful, if you need more than one screenshot of the phone. The screenshots are made 
with a small shell script, which automatically transfers the file to the PC. Unique file names are 
automatically generated. 
 
Shell Script scrsh.sh: 
 

  FN=os80ss$(date +%Y%m%d-%H%M%S).raw 
cat /dev/fb0 > /tmp/$FN 
tftp -pr $FN -l /tmp/$FN 172.28.133.107 

 
 

I) Copy the script to the phone 
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tftp -gr scrsh.sh 172.28.133.107 
 

II) Make the script executable 
 
chmod 777 scrsh.sh 
 

III) Make screenshot 
 
./scrsh.sh 

 
 
 
 
6. Import the screenshot and save it in a different format. 
 
OpenStage 60/80 
 
Remark: Make sure that irfanView with plugins is installed. 
 

 
IrfanView parameters for RAW import. 

 
 
Adopt following parameters: 
 

Parameter OpenStage 60 OpenStage 80 
Image witdth 320 640 
Image height 240 480 
File header size 1 
BitsPerPixel (BPP) 16 
R:G:B bits 5:6:5 
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The screenshot is now seen in IrfanView. You can convert the picture in any format you want with the 
‘Save as’ function. 
 
 
Automatic Conversion 
 
If many screenshots must be converted into a new format the manual ‘Save as’ method is complicated. 
IrfanView offers a batch conversion option, which can be used. 
 
Open the batch conversion menu via File->Batch Conversion/Rename. 
 
 
 

c 
IrfanView batch conversion menu. 

 
Work as:    Batch conversion 
Batch conversion settings  Select your favourite Image format (BMP in this example) 
Output directory for result files Select the directory where the program should store the converted  
    Files. (Example C:\Worktemp\screenshots\) 
File Type    Set the file type to raw 
 
Mark the files to be converted and press <Add> to add the files into the Input file list.  
 
Click <Start Batch> to start the batch conversion. The ‘Set RAW open parameters’ menu must be 
accepted for each file to be converted, but IrfanView keep the previous settings. So a simple click is 
needed to go to the next file. 
 
OpenStage 15/20/40 
 
Remark: Make sure that irfanView with plugins is installed. 
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The generation of OpenStage 15/20/40 screenshots is a little bit more difficult. The raw format of these 
phones is a one colour binary format, which can not be read by an imaging program. A header must be 
put in front of the file, which tells the imaging program which kind of bitmap is contained in the raw 
image. The SUN raster file format is used to for this purpose. 
 
Adding the file header can be done in DOS or Linux by using build in commands: 
 

Header40.im1  
Raster file header for OpenStage 15/20/40 screenshots. 

 
DOS: 
 
 

  type Header40.im1 > ScreenOS40.im1 
type screenshot.raw >> ScreenOS40.im1 

 
 
LINUX: 
 

  cat Header40.im1 > ScreenOS40.im1 
cat screenshot.raw >> ScreenOS40.im1 

 
The file can be opened by Irfanview after this modification.  
 
 

 
Open raster file with IrfanView 

 
The screen is opened in negative colors. To correct this problem use the feature ‘Image-> Negative’ of 
IrfanView 
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Automatic Conversion 
 
If many screenshots must be converted into a new format the manual ‘Save as’ method is complicated. 
IrfanView offers a batch conversion option, which can be used. 
 
Open the batch conversion menu via File->Batch Conversion/Rename. 
 
The usage is similar to the procedure described for OpenStage 60/80. Because of the wrong colour 
format the Advanced Options must be used to correct this: 
 

 
Batch conversion with Advanced Options 

 
Please check the ‘Negative’ option for the batch conversion. 
 

 
Advanced Option Batch Conversion 
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As result an OpenStage 40 screenshot is generated. 
 

Stimulus FPK and LED control 
 
The Stimulus FPK and LED control can be configured via Admin menu, WBM, and DLS interface. The 
functionality is shown based on WBM configuration.  Please use the administration part of the WBM to 
configure the FPK. The user part seems not working probably.  
 
In all examples the Registrar and Proxy is configured to ‘192.168.0.10’. 
 
The configuration can be found in  
 
Administrator Pages -> System -> Features -> Program Keys: 
 
The FPK function is ‘Server Feature’. Select this option and press ‘Edit’ 
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Within the server feature four options are given: 
 

 
 
Key label 
 
This is the label of the selected FPK.  
 
Examples: 
 
Key label: Alice 
 
The string ‘Alice’ is put in the key label field of the phone. 
 
Feature Code 
 
This code is sent in an INVITE to the given destination, if the phone is idle. The phone will automatically 
add the configured SIP proxy, if no Domain is given in the URL. 
 
Examples: 
 
Feature code: 100 
 
An “INVITE sip:100@192.168.0.10” is sent to 192.168.0.10, if the key is pressed and the phone is idle 
 
Feature code: Allice@192.168.6.100 
 
An “INVITE sip: Alice@192.168.6.100” is sent to 192.168.6.100, if the key is pressed.and the phone is 
idle. 
 
DTMF Digits 
 
These digits are sent, when the phone is in an call state. The digits are sent inband or out of band. It 
depends on the configuration. 
 
Example: 
 
DTMF digits: 1234# 
 
The DTMF digits are sent, if the key is pressed and the phone is in a call. 
 
LED control 
 
The LED control is done via Dialog event package (RFC 4235), which is the standard Asterisk 
implementation. The phone will automatically add the configured SIP proxy, if no Domain is given in 
the URL. 
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The phone will SUBSRIBE to the given URL. The LED can be controlled over subsequent NOTIFYs. 
 
Examples: 
 
LED control: 100 
 
An SUBSCRIBE sip:100@192.168.010 is sent to 192.168.0.10 after configuration and any startup. 
 
LED control: Allice@192.168.6.100 
 
An SUBSCRIBE sip: Allice@192.168.6.100 is sent to 192.168.6.100 after configuration and any startup. 
 
 
 

Free programmable Key (FPK) to send URL request to 
Server 
 
The basic requirement for the FPKs is that all keys (including those on any sidecar units attached) can 
be configured with a URL (termed “send URL” key). Pressing the key sends the URL to the server using 
an HTTP request. The key may be pressed at any time irrespective of registration and call state 
providing the phone is not locked. The key has an associated LED, whose state may be controlled 
through SIP signalling. 
 
The send URL key is configured at the Admin level through the configuration server and WBM 
(providing the key function has not been locked down). It is not changeable through local phone 
menus or OSM. The phone user may only change the label associated with the key. They can not affect 
the configuration of the send URL key (either to configure or deconfigure them). The key function may 
be viewed via normal FPK editing. However, the URL and the associated data are not displayed. 
 
A URL can only be assigned to non-shifted functions. It can not be assigned to the shifted functions. 
This ensures no conflicts between the different URLs and the single LED associated with the key. 
 
Whilst the HTTP request is in progress, further key presses will be ignored. They will not send 
subsequent URL requests to the server. If the HTTP request fails, a popup will be displayed, informing 
the user of the error. The normal priority rules for popups will apply. All key presses, URL sent, and 
response will be logged. 
 
The supported protocols are HTTP and HTTPS. With HTTPS, the phone will authenticate the server and 
the server may authenticate the phone. This ensures functions on the server are only executed after 
proper authentication of the phone. The DLS interface is required to deliver the new certificates to the 
phone. 
 
If the LED is configured for SIP control and the phone is not registered, the HTTP request will still be 
sent but the state of the LED is not updated. 
 
Configuration in Admin Menu: 
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WBM menu for feature ’URL on FPK’ 

 
 
Key label  Label of the Key 
Protocol   Protocol type. HTTP and HTTPS is supported 
Web server address IP-address or domain name of the server 
Port   Portnumber of the addressed server port 
Path   Path to application URI 
Parameters  Parameters for the application server 
Method   HTTP method used (GET or POST is supported) 
Web server user ID User name for authentication 
Web server password Password for authentication 
LED controller URI  URI used from SIP server to control the LED 
 
The parameters are mapped to the URL in the following way: 
 
<Method> <Protokol>://<Web server user ID>:<Web server password>@<Web server 
address>:<Port>/<Path>?<Parameters> 
 
Example 
 
Key label  Example 
Protocol   HTTP 
Web server address 139.21.164.230 
Port   443 
Path   main.cmd 
Parameters 
 page=WEBM_Admin_KeyModule1&lang=de&menu=000110000000000_99&user=Admin 
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Method   GET 
Web server user ID admin 
Web server password 123456 
LED controller URI  URI used from SIP server to control the LED 
 
 
Result 
 
GET 
https://admin:123456@139.21.164.230:443/main.cmd?page=WEBM_Admin_KeyModule1&lang=de&
menu=000110000000000_99&user=Admin 
 
 

Fix Forwarding Key to send URL to Server 
 
This feature description describes the requirement that SIP OpenStage phones with a fixed forwarding 
key available should be capable of having the key programmed as alternative function to the default 
built-in forwarding. The primary requirement is for the key to be programmable with a function 
capable of sending a feature access code to a remote SIP server in order to toggle forwarding; 
functionality that is currently available on FPKs as the ‘Server Feature’ key function. 
 
 
Current Operation 
 
At present, pressing the fixed forwarding key on a SIP OpenStage phone controls its built-in forwarding 
functionality. A popup is displayed, allowing the user to both toggle forwarding and edit forwarding 
destinations. Forwarding state is reflected by a stylised icon and forwarding destination on the 
CallView idle screen. The key has two modes of operation: 

• Phone based forwarding: Forwarding is performed by the OpenStage Phone. When the user 
configures forwarding types and destinations, they are stored on the phone. This is the mode 
of operation when the SIP ‘Server Features’ configuration parameter is set to ‘No’. 

• Server based forwarding: Forwarding is performed by the SIP Server. When the user 
configures forwarding types and destinations, a uaCSTA request is sent to the OpenScape 
Voice detailing the new settings. This is the mode of operation when the SIP ‘Server Features’ 
configuration parameter is set to ‘Yes’. 

 
This ‘current operation’ when the fixed forwarding key is pressed will be packaged as a function 
definition named ‘Built-in forwarding’. This will be the default function allocated to the fixed 
forwarding key, and will only be programmable against this key. 
 
Call forward toggle functionality using external server 
 
In this configuration, the fixed forwarding key will be programmed as function ‘Server Feature’. A new 
configuration parameter named “Key Functionality” will be set to “Toggle Call Forwarding”. The 
expected purpose of the key will be to toggle forwarding between on and off by sending a feature 
access code to the server. 
 
‘Built-in forwarding’ for either mode of operation as described above will be disabled; any active phone 
based forwards will be disabled, and server based forwards will remain in their current state. The 
phone user will not have the ability to make any further changes to either phone or server based built-
in forwarding either through the fixed forwarding key or the user menus. 
 
On pressing the key, the user will be presented with prompt “Toggle call forwarding”, allowing them to 
‘accept’ or ‘reject’ the action; the prompt will auto-timeout to ‘accept’. When accepted, the configured 
FAC or DTMF sequence will be sent to the external server, as defined in the FD for the ‘Server Feature’ 
functionality  
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Control of the fixed forwarding key LED will be relinquished to the SIP server via a subscription related 
to the key. The LED state as controlled by the server will be reflected by the visibility of the stylised 
forwarding icon on the phone’s idle CallView screen. The call forwarding destination will not be 
displayed. 
 
Call forward functionality using external server, but no toggle functionality assumed 
 
Similarly to above, in this configuration the fixed forwarding key will be programmed as function 
‘Server Feature’. The Key functionality will be set to “Unspecified Call Forwarding”. No assumption is 
made that the key will be used to toggle call forwarding. It is still considered, however, that the 
functionality of the key will be generally call forwarding related, therefore ‘Built-in forwarding’ will be 
disabled, and LED control will be relinquished to the SIP server. 
 
As no toggle functionality is assumed, no prompt to “Toggle call forwarding” will be shown. Instead, 
the FAC or DTMF sequence will be immediately sent to the external server, as defined in the FD for the 
‘Server Feature’ functionality. In line with this, no stylised forwarding icon will be displayed on the idle 
CallView screen. 
 
No functionality assumed 
 
In this configuration, the forwarding key will be programmed as function “Server Feature”, and the Key  
Functionality will be set to “Unspecified”. No assumptions will be made as to the operation of the key. 
Built-in forwarding will not be disabled. Pressing the key will cause the FAC to be sent immediately to 
the SIP server, and there will be no UI response either via displaying the call forwarding icon or 
changing the state of forwarding LEDs. The SIP Server will still have control of the state of the fixed 
forwarding key LED. 
 
Accessing the Call Forwarding functionality 
 
Configuration of the above functionality against the fixed forwarding key will be realised by a new key 
function and operation parameter related to the key. Configuration of these parameters will be limited 
to administrators using the DLS and WBM. There will be no indication to a user via any mechanism that 
operation of the fixed forwarding key is configurable. 
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Fixed Key Setting for Forwarding Key 

 
Built-in Forwarding The forwarding key works as known in all previous software versions 
Server Feature  The forwarding key triggers an external SIP Server for call forwarding 
 

 
Fixed forwarding key settings 

 
Key functionality 
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See description above 
 
Feature Code 
 
This code is sent in an INVITE to the given destination, if the phone is idle. The phone will automatically 
add the configured SIP proxy, if no Domain is given in the URL. 
 
Examples: 
 
Feature code: 100 
 
An “INVITE sip:100@192.168.0.10” is sent to 192.168.0.10, if the key is pressed and the phone is idle 
 
Feature code: Allice@192.168.6.100 
 
An “INVITE sip: Alice@192.168.6.100” is sent to 192.168.6.100, if the key is pressed.and the phone is 
idle. 
 
DTMF Digits 
 
These digits are sent, when the phone is in an call state. The digits are sent inband or out of band. It 
depends on the configuration. 
 
Example: 
 
DTMF digits: 1234# 
 
The DTMF digits are sent, if the key is pressed and the phone is in an call. 
 
LED control 
 
The LED control is done via Dialog event package (RFC 4235), which is the standard Asterisk 
implementation. The phone will automatically add the configured SIP proxy, if no Domain is given in 
the URL. 
 
The phone will SUBSRIBE to the given URL. The LED can be controlled over subsequent NOTIFYs. 
 
Examples: 
 
LED control: 100 
 
An SUBSCRIBE sip:100@192.168.010 is sent to 192.168.0.10 after configuration and any startup. 
 
LED control: Allice@192.168.6.100 
 
An SUBSCRIBE sip: Allice@192.168.6.100 is sent to 192.168.6.100 after configuration and any startup. 
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